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In the movie, the monster truck graveyard featured some of the 2010-2011-2012 and 2014-2018
models including the Gas-powered with Convoy, Steel, Monster Team, Ram, Rampage, and the Boss
Barricade. All of them appear on the soundtrack except for Rampage and Boss Barricade. They were
the only four-wheel drive versions included in this version of the film. Monster Jam got its start in
1983 when Gerald McRaney was thrown from a horse and suffered a back injury that greatly
restricted his ability to play musical instruments. McRaney went on to play upright bass in a band as
a cover for his injury. He eventually got a gig as a bassist in a traveling rock band called the Bad
News. As McRaney began to play with a greater range of motion in his back, he discovered a hidden
talent of playing bass with injuries. His sister Karen later went on to form the original Nitro Circus
Team with McRaney, and he has regularly performed with Nitro Circus ever since. Through the
1970s, the success of monster trucks grew, and by the mid-1970s, over 750 total trucks were
produced. This growth in popularity was made possible by a succession of successful television
shows and movies, such as the films,, and later in the 1980s, the film By the mid-1990s, monster
trucks became a billion dollar industry. The Paramount that spawned the movie series ran in the late
1980s and early 1990s. Monster trucks have also proven themselves as an excellent format for
children’s entertainment. Many children’s products were used. In 1980, the first radio-controlled
monster truck was introduced. It was created by Joe Jackson and powered by a foot-pedal that made
the monster truck rock like the film. Throughout the 1980s, toy makers would introduce monster
trucks into their lines of toys. By 1980, over 20 different toy companies would bring a line of monster
trucks to the market.
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This series of Hot Wheels Monster Truck cars are based on the cars from the original Hot Wheels line
up from 1995. These are the Mid-60's line ( aka Blue Series ) created by Brendon Vetuskey and

Jeremy Cox. This line went on to become the starting basis for the modern day Hot Wheels Monster
Truck line up & the official Hot Wheels theme from 1995 to 2011. In all 2019 releases of the monster

trucks, they would come with a crushed car. These cars resemble cars released over the past few
years. They are Time Attaxi, Rally Cat, Bogzilla and Cruise Bruiser. These cars can be attached to

each other and can be stacked on each other and were designed by Brendon Vetuskey. They were
released in red, orange, yellow, green and blue. Colors selected by Jeremy Cox. The Hot Wheels
Monster Truck series was announced in summer of 2018 as a replacement for the long running

Monster Jam line after Spin Master obtained the license in 2018. Also within the same year, real life
versions of Bone Shaker, Bigfoot and as well as some of the other trucks was created & was in the

Hot Wheels Monster Trucks Live tour. In 2019 & 2022 the trucks came with connect & crush cars. In
2020 the trucks came with crushable cars. In 2021 the trucks came with smashable cars. In 2020
brand new Crashed Die-Cast Cars come as a bonus cars to a special wave of Hot Wheels Monster
Trucks. These bonus cars were designed by Brendon Vetuskey. He utilized existing Hot Wheels

castings as a starting point, modifying every distinguishing detail to take it from licensed to
unlicensed, then proceeded to crush the cars in the digital world, ultimately creating four brand-new

designs. All of the crushed cars have names that refer to being crushed. 5ec8ef588b
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